Providing social services in Surrey, Delta, White Rock and Langley since 1971.
Host healthy sexuality workshops for youth with autism and developmental disabilities

Six Students - One Student Leader - One Staff - Two Community Collaborators - Five Videos, Many Memes Delivered

**Build the Content**
- Student team brainstorms content based on resources from options
- Students create storyboards

**Shoot the Videos**
- Students rehearse scenes and shoot!
- Options provides amazing props for videos
- Much fun is had

**Edit the Videos**
- Students learn new programs for video editing
- Bring the videos to life with new features!

**STRENGTH:** Taking ownership for the overall delivery and back up planning

**COMMUNITY:** Engaged and trusting partners who supported the students’ ideas.

**LEARNED:** To trust in the process and the students’ abilities to deliver the project

**STUDENTS:** Shared so much creativity and were driven to deliver a great product